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Three Zionists @ "New Right Jonathan Bowden Memorial" 2012.06.03:
Satanist Troy Southgate, Kike Zionist-'Anti-Zionist' "Holocaust Revisionist"
Alexander Baron & Pharisee-Kike Ahron Cohen celebrate the contributions of
Jonathan Bowden to their Movement.
Troy Southgate was a member of The International Third Position (ITP) and
edited The Kent Crusader, Surrey Action and Eastern Legion; split from ITP
and founded The English Nationalist Movement (ENM), and edited The
Crusader and The English Alternative; split from ENM and co-founded, with
other ex-ENM-ers, The National Revolutionary Faction, "a hardline
revolutionary organisation based on an underground cell-structure similar to
that used by both the Islamic Resistance Movement (Hamas) and the IRA"
[Southgate], with a hiking fraternity known as The Greenshirts; with Kike
Mike Lujan (Mansonite and ex of White Order of Thule, where he
collaborated with the Negro terrorist Leo Felton and Kike Nate Zorn/"Pett",
and edited Crossing the Abyss) established the occult political outfit
Synthesis / Le Cercle de la Rose Noire; co-edited the Anarchist journal
Alternative Green [Richard Hunt, Wayne John Sturgeon & Adrian White rag];
co-founded the "anti-conspiratorial, anti-anti-Semitic, pro-Pagan" New
Right; and is one of the leaders of The National-Anarchist Movement and
publishes Tribal Resonance.
The Kike Baron was a supporter of the Kike Pidcock's Islamic Party of Great
Britain, supports The Nation of Islam which classifies Whites as an alien
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virus, and supported Kikedaffy.
The Pharisee-Kike Cohen is a Neturei Karta Kike. The Kike Cohen: "There is
no hatred or animosity between Jew and Muslim. We wish to live together as
friends and neighbours as we have done mostly over hundreds even
thousands of years in all the Arab countries.
It's a great burden to be always right. Not Alt Right, not Kike Right, not
Satanic Right, not Bolshevik Right, not Alt Kike, not Third Way Right, not
Third Eye Right, not Occult Right, not Sodomite Right, not Left Right, not
Anarchist Right, not Left Hand Right, not Right Hand Right, not Green Right,
not Red Right, not Masonic Righ, not Moderate Right, not Radical Right ...
just right.
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My obituary of Jonathan Bowden, written just after news of his
"friends" got news of his death (his family had tried to keep the
vultures from hearing about it for as long as possible):
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GOO Search
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KIKESUCKER JONATHAN BOWDEN'S LEGACY
Unlike most of the people now gushing over Bowden, I have actually
listened to and read scores of speeches and articles by Jonathan Bowden,
and read some of his books. And unlike the gushers, I actually understood
what he was saying. One thing I'm sure of is the contempt he would have
had for most of those who eulogize him, and for their pathetic obituaries.
I like some of of Bowden's commentary on the arts and on social issues; but
here is Bowden's political and social legacy:
The promotion of the Zionist and pro-immigration Freemason and State
Asset Nick Griffin and his increasingly bizarre cabal as The Face of British
Nationalism.
The promotion of the Alt-Kike/Alt-Right movement.

Tributes to Bowden
The prize for Chief Necrophiliac Ass-Kisser goes, unsurprisingly, to Greg
Johnson. Kurtegic and Spenser have well earned their dishonorable
mentions though.
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Queer-Ass Greg Johnson: "He upstaged all of creation."
Alex Kurtegic: "His legacy lives on, as he now passes into legend."
Dick Spenser: "I first encountered Jonathan in 2009.... We met over
lunch...and my impression at the time was of a man who was softspoken, professorial, reserved, and maybe a bit queer."
Dick Spenser: "Jonathan cannot be replaced, and his words will continue
to inspire us. But as we weep, Valhalla rejoices."

They might as well have just gotten together and pissed on Bowden's grave
(if they can find it, considering he was dead for a month before any of his
"friends" noticed; and if he has a grave, considering how much he loved the
thought of his body being burnt to a crisp).
The BNP
Nationalism in Britain is NOTHING BUT A JOKE because people like Bowden
did not NAME THE KIKE, and even befriended The Kike, and dismissed any
talk of Freemasonry as 'nonsense'. For all his intelligence and all his talents,
Bowden was a coward and an idiot. He was usually either too scared or to
clueless to even say the word "Jew". He thought it was great that the BNP
under his boss, Piggie Griffin, had become "mainstream", as if that meant
the masses were "coming around" -- it just means that Griffin Inc. is
increasingly 'kosher'.
Even after getting kicked out of the BNP that he once boasted had 'become
mainstream', Bowden Went To The Jew, sucking up to The Kike Gottfried
and his acolytes at Alternative Right (Alt-Kike), and to fellow kikesuckers
such as Jared Taylor. Alt-Kike and Counter-Currents and American
Renaissance are rancid with queers, kikes and/or Freemasons. Dick Spenser
at Alt-Kike said that The Kike Gottfried is their 'ideological leader'."
What is "The Mainstream Media", Johnny?

Biserica Ortodoxă de
Stil Vechi din
România (Mitropolia
Slatioara)

Bowden, in his last speech, said that the "Mainstream" Media is owned by
...FORCES that are inimical to "us." -- Oh? What "forces"? Who, Johnny?
Who? Who?

Seraphim ~ Shao le
fen ~ Burning Joy
[Orthodox, Taiwan]

Bowden's last, pathetic speech was a podcast he recorded for the Zionist
Counter-Currents, in March of 2012:

Biserica TV
[Orthodox Romanian
Video Channel]

Excerpts:

Orthodoxy in China
[infochina@orthodox.cn
СТЈЕНИЧАНКА [New
Stjenik Monastery,
YouTube Channel]
True Orthodox
[YouTube Channel]
Real Sushi (tumblr)
Anna Maria Volpi:
Italian Cooking
Orthodox Church in
Taiwan [@
theological.asia]
日本正教会
The Orthodox Church
in Japan

"Counter-Currents is, to my estimation, a sort of Right-wing
university. [BWAAAAAHAHAHAHA!] A sort of free access right-wing
University on the Internet, a radical Right-wing university.
[...]
"This is an extraordinary problem that we face: the degree to which
people do not wish to stand alone. And it’s understandable that they
don’t wish to stand alone, particularly at this time. We must provide
them with the courage to do this, and Counter-Currents is one of the
means by which people can educate themselves to defend
themselves and their own honor and future prospects.
"Counter-Currents is what I personally believe the best, most
educative Right-wing site that I’ve come across, and it’s used by an
enormous plethora of people who want information about their own
past and their own future. There’s a great wealth of material on it,
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The Orthodox
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and it provides this tertiary education of the mind in a radical Right
sensibility. I believe that this is crucial if we’re to have a future.

Ernst Zündel:
Kikestani Reporter
Interviews Zündel

"There are various other websites like Alternative Right [Alt-Kike] and
others, the [now moribund] Voice of Reason network, exist to
furnish, in my opinion, in a more direct and concrete — and everyday
and populist sense — the work that Counter-Currents does [Aahh ...
so Counter-Currents is the queer Zionist vanguard for the kikish
White Nationalist movement ("The Point of the Spear!", as Bowden
was fond of saying), and the others are more quotidian, otiose and
obtuse camp-followers?]. Obviously one wants to see much more of
this, and there’s no doubt that the Right has gravitated to the
Internet in order to get around the censorship that exists almost
everywhere else. [Why? Why is there this near-ubiquitous
censorship? Who's behind it Johnny? Who?] Because these views are
censored almost everywhere else. [Censored by whom? Why don't
you tell us, O guru?]
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[...]
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Kike Boasting
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[Kabbalist KikeScripture]
Joseph Stalin to The
Jewish News Agency
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punishable with the
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the law as a
phenomenon deeply
hostile to the Soviet
system. Under
U.S.S.R. law active

"'Racism' is a term developed by [KIKE] Leon Trotsky [Lev
Bronstein, KIKE, something Bowden never mentions] in an
article in the Left oppositionist journal in the Soviet Union in 1926 or
1927. It is now universalized from its dissentient communist origins
[how did it get universalized, Johnny? by the "rootless cosmopolitan"
KIKES?] — don’t forget [KIKE] Trotsky was on the way out of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union as Stalin engineered his
disposal and the disposal the Left opposition that he led — and that
word has been extracted now to such a degree that it is a universal.
It's universal, it’s become a moral lexicon of engagement and
disengagement. If you wish to condemn somebody in contemporary
discourse, you say that they are a racist [a KIKE-TACTIC, something
Bowden was afraid to mention]. And there’s a degree to which
nobody can refute you’re saying in the present dispensation.
"Only when people gain the courage and the conviction to read what
is on Counter-Currents [well I've read lots of stuff there (that's how I
know it's a load of bollocks), so I must be extremely courageous and
overflowing with conviction], to internalize it, and to defend their own
possibilities — of development, biologically and culturally — will we
see a change here in America and elsewhere. [But Americans have
already had their Hope'n'Change -- Obongo brought it. Of course
Bowden expressed contempt for Obongo, but would never have
pointed out the fact that he is nothing but a puppet change-agent for
The Kike.]
[...]
"Why won’t Caucasian and European people wake up to Eurocentric
verities? [Why not? Because KIKES own and run legislatures, media,
and schools. KIKES, you fucking idiot!] The truth is they feel there’s
always an excuse to put off [as Bowden did, until he kicked the
bucket] the prospect of that waking up, and they are always
moments — particularly of [KIKE] media intrusiveness — that people
fear in their own lives. One of the major halting elements in the reenergization of our own people is the [KIKE] mass media. And it’s the
control of the [KIKE] mass media by ... forces [KIKES] which are
uniquely inimical ["uniquely inimical"? how so? why unique?
who/what are these "unique" (singular) forces (plural)? why are they
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inimical? is it because they are, like you, Anti-Christian?] to our
future development. The [KIKE] mass media plays upon every
segment of the masses that exist in contemporary Western society —
churns them up, holds them against each other, reroutes them,
messes up the agenda of everyone that has his own subtext to begin
with, which it is forcing and corralling the points of energy in this
society towards. [WHY? WHY? WHY?] Everyone can see this who
watches the [KIKE] mass media with half a mind. Then there’s just
the effect of “prole-feed” as George Orwell called it in 1984, whereby
the masses are just fed a cultural industry of excess and exploitative
infotainment and entertainment for their own edification, and which
is an important part of the overall project. [WHAT PROJECT? WHO'S
PROJECT? THE KIKE'S?]
"Only when you can break through the carapace of the [KIKE] mass
media, with all its multiple Gorgon-like heads and its Hydra-like
amphitheater — only when you can break through that, using the
Internet, have you a chance to embolden the necessary vanguard of
our own population.
[...]
"The first speaker this morning, Greg Johnson [a decadent faggot
who advocates forced abortions for biological defectives, with a
special concern that White women who have mated with non-Whites
have their children slaughtered], talked about decadence. And the
debate as to whether it’s just a decline — whereas just as I drop this
pad it falls to the floor — is it just a decline, or is it a willed decline?
Is there a force which is moving this pad down to the floor,
metaphorically, and keeping it there and putting a boot on it once it’s
there so that’s it’s got no prospect of rising up again or a hand would
creep forward and wrench it up from under the boot and raise it back
up to the table.
[So is it "willed"? "Willed" by whom? By KIKES? Oh, Bowden went
and died before he had the chance to tell us.]
[...]
"There’s an organization in Ireland called Sinn Fein, which in Gaelic
means “ourselves alone.” And ourselves, we are the locomotive of
our own destiny.
[Communist kikomasonic-inspired Sinn Fein has lasted so long by
getting most of its support from foreigners, is Anti-Irish, pro-Kike,
and supports the mass importation of Africans and Muslims to
Ireland.]
[...]
"The Marxians [followers of Karl Marx? -- wasn't Marx a KIKE?] have
marched through the institutions of the last 50 years because the
doors were swinging open for them. They hardly had to kick them
down because they were swinging open for them.
[Who opened the doors, Johnny? Who? KIKES? FREEMASONS?]
"All the doors are shut to us.
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[Who shut the doors, Johnny? Who? KIKES? FREEMASONS?]
[...]
"But never forget the thrill of transgression. Right-wing ideas
are transgressive. And are therefore interesting [that's KIKETHINK: the idea that anything "transgressive" is automatically
"interesting"], and sexy. [KIKE] Herbert Marcuse once wrote
about the eroticism of the Right. [KIKE] Susan Sontag [KIKE,
KIKE, KIKE! -- Say it Bowden you miserable coward, say it!
Oh, too late. Rest In Peace...] did as well. And the Right is
more erotic than the Left, is more exciting than the Left
[because Leftist KIKES said so?]
[...]
"I personally believe people agree with ideas long before they moved
towards them. They have an instinctual saying of “YES!” They say
“YES!” to the idea before they completely have worked out all of the
formula for themselves. The Counter-Currents of this world exist to
provide the formula for people after they’ve said “YES!”; after they’ve
put forward their first step upon the route to identity, and the politics
of identity, and the religion of identity.
"If I can mention something about that, all the religious divisions that
exist amongst people of European ancestry don’t really matter. [So it
doesn't matter if Europeans become Muslim or Kike or Freemasons -three groups all dedicated to reducing the White population of
Europe?]
[...]"

好きな美女

One commentator at Counter-Currents shares some of my impressions of
Bowden's most pathetic speech:

Devil Worship Text
(Masonic Style)
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Hypertext] Jews'
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Search]

"I view Bowden’s speech as blaming the victim. In whole of his
speech the words jewish or jew isn’t mentioned once. Does he not
view a heavy jewish influence in the decline of the West or hasn’t he
the sack to mention it? And then I wonder what else he isn’t
mentioning.
"There is NOTHING wrong with White Europeans. In a health society
grace is a virtue. This is an extraordinary statement to give the light
of day considering Bowden claims to be pro White.
"'The British did an audit of the slums in Britain, and found that a
quarter of the working-class men who came forward to fight in that
war were so riddled with disease, and had been so badly educated,
that they were militarily of no use. And Winston Churchill said at the
time that 'an empire that can’t flush its own toilet isn’t much use.'
One of very few radical social statements...
"Winston flushed the toilet alright. And it was eunuchs like him who
created the slum of Britain NOT the people who were forced to
inhabit them. He held the British citizens in contempt and I’m not
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convinced Mr. Bowden doesn’t. We are all Emma West Mr. Bowden,
what exactly about her situation or state of mind is her fault?"

Queer-Ass Zionist Greg Johnson sniffed, and responded to Helvena in his
usual, offended schoolmarm manner:

"This is a perverse misreading."

Bradley Smith's Blog
[blogspot]
Inconvenient History
[RevBlog @ CODOH]
源氏物語 [Chapter 1
@ World Digital
Library]

Oh dear. Well that's Helvena set straight!
Aah, they all love their Nietzche! (and yet they're a bunch of pussies...)
http://www.counter-currents.com/2012/01/memories-of-dr-oscar-levy/

Internet Classics
Archive [@ mit.edu]
Observatoire de
l’islamisation de la
France

"LEAVE THE POOR POOR JEWS ALONE!"
Michael O'Meara, Counter-Currents, 2011.10.06:

Revisionists.com
Peter Myers:
"Neither Aryan Nor
Jew"
Lyrics Time
Peter Hedrook's AntiSlavery Библиотека
Bishop Nikolai
Velimirovich: "The
Prologue from Ohrid"
Oremus – Roman
Rite Orthodox (Fr
Aidan, ROCOR,
Austin TX)
Sarisburium.blogspot
Византия
"The Closet
Ecumenist"
Flickr: The Russian
Chapel in Darmstadt
Orthodox Info dot
com
Face Kike [Subvert
It1]
Kike Tube [Subvert
It!]
THE EMMA WEST
FACTOR
ソファリのソロカンロ

"Jew-obsessed nationalism: is purely negative and potentially
distorting; fosters a Manichaeism that neglects every other factor
responsible for white dispossession; ignores that the culture of
critique and other anti-white stratagems are inherent to America’s
modern liberal order; neglects the outer enemy; threatens to turn
white nationalism into an inverse Semitism; and, in the last instance,
has no real idea of what white nationalists are fighting for."
[O'Meara's post-script (in the comments section): "The antiSemites...are totally out of control and need a wake-up call; I
think their ignorance, reductionism, and resentment are a
disgrace to everything associated with nationalism. Without
them we may be fewer (for a while), but we will certainly be better —
and better able to convince others that we’re not just a bunch of Jewobsessed crackpots."]

O'Meara, pimping the book, Why We Fight: Manifesto of the European
Resistance, by Kikesucker Guillaume Faye (Trans. & Intro. by Michael
O’Meara, Foreword by Pierre Krebs, [KIKE] Artkos Media, 2011):

"If you read one book by Guillaume Faye, Why We Fight should be
that book, for it summarizes all the essential ideas of his other books
and offers a vision of, and a call to, European rebirth. Faye’s goal is
to unite whites on the basis of “clear ideas” against a “common
enemy.” For Faye, the enemy is the colonization of Europe by nonwhites under the banner of Islam."

Ortodossia in
Occidente ("Milan")
Библия на Русском
языке Синодальный
перевод | Russian
Bible – Synodal
Version

And who brought and is bringing "non-whites under the banner of Islam"
into Europe? Did Muslims bring this about? Did KIKES and FREEMASONS
have anything to do with it, O'Meara, you weasel?
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Septuagint "LXX"
[Onlne Greek Old
Testament]
Sf. Nicolae,
Arhiepiscopul Mirei
Lichiei
Old Testament [LXX
Benton 1851 trans.]
Vladimir Moss
[Orthodox Christian
Books]
Biblia Sacra juxta
Vulgatam
Clementinam [Letter
8.5 x 11 Two
Columns] PDF
Prologue of Ochrid
[POMOG site]
The Orthodox
Standard [Monastic
Botherhood of Abbey
of the Holy Name,
Autonomous
Genuine Orthodox
Metropolia of N&S
America & British
Isles] @ Blogspot
CCEL: Christian
Classics Ethereal
Library
The Orthodox
Standard [Monastic
Botherhood of Abbey
of the Holy Name,
Autonomous
Genuine Orthodox
Metropolia of N&S
America & British
Isles]
Orthodox
Eschatology:
Gnostics
Monachos.net
["Study of Orthodox
Christianity through
its patristic,
monastic and
liturgical heritage."]
OrthodoxEngland.org
[ROCOR UK &
Ireland]
Библия на
Церковнославянском языке в
формате – Church
Slavonic Bible
LAND OF MILK &
HONEY [VoiceBlog]
Manila Pop Hits
Radio
Acel von Ommen
[Maria Cecilia
Beronilla Bisa)
新しい歴史教科書
[Japanese Society

Strangely, O'Meara used to write for VNN, where the motto is "No Jews, Just
Right"
http://www.vanguardnewsnetwork.com/category/michael-omeara/

O'Meara at VNN:
"[Harold] Covington’s Trilogy is superb. It is full of memorable characters
— classic American types (strong, daring, two-fisted white males) who
remind us of our ancestors and not the ridiculous creatures we see on
nightly television. It abounds with actions and adventures that evoke our
earliest racial memories and reveal what we can be once freed of the
Jews’ lunar spirit."
"With the advent of globalization and the fourth-generation war it
provokes, traditional state systems have everywhere gone into crisis, as
anti-national elites endeavor to impose a one-world superstate that
reduces everything to the market demands of the Jew-led Yankee money
men cashing in on the extermination of white race."
"The system is more and more served by inept muds and the Jews who
manage the system’s decision-making centers are beginning to overreach
themselves, pushing their host people in ways that formerly ended in
pogroms."
"The struggle we wage against the anti-white, money-grubbing Judeooligarchy is one in which the stakes are literally of world-historical
consequence. No measure, honorable or otherwise, is likely to be spared
to silence and marginalize our already meager forces. As a consequence,
we need to exert the greatest vigilance in ensuring that the loathsome
tactics of our enemies do not rob us of the leaders, the ideas, and the
critical spirit necessary to the success of our movement. In this vein, I
will do my utmost not only to clear [Guillaume] Faye of the unjust
aspersions [i.e., the factual statements that he is a Zionist] cast against
his good name, but to make certain that all possible subsequent
disinformation (which is bound to increase as we become more powerful)
be subject to the most rigorous scrutiny."

So he was once dedicated to clearing Faye's name -- the poor man had been
slandered as a Zionist! -- but now O'Meara shills for Faye, via CounterCurrents, knowing full-well that Faye is an out-and-out long-time kikophile.
Guillaume Faye, in 2007, published La Nouvelle question juive (The New
Jewish Question) in which he strongly criticized Holocaust deniers and antiZionists, and urges Whites to fight to defend "Israel" from being destroyed
by the "antisemitic" horde.
Related:
"'The New Jewish Question,' or The End of Guillaume Faye", by Jürgen
Graf: http://www.codoh.com/viewpoints/vpfaye.html

Zionist Michael J. Polignano, Counter-Currents' Managing Editor and
Webmaster (and Johnson's bum-buddy, according to someone I trust, who
was a friend of both of them), "The Righteous among the Jews", CounterCurrents, 2011.07:

"While most Righteous Jews are secular leftists, they are still
Zionists. They believe in a Jewish ethnostate. What they are fighting
against is, in effect, the idea that Jews get to have their ethnostate at
the expense of the equal right of others (in this case, the
Palestinians) to do the same. Well, that’s what we White Nationalists
want too: ethnostates for everyone — although most Jews would
reject this comparison in horror. Zionism is just the Jewish form of
ethnonationalism, as White Nationalism is our form.
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for History Textbook
Reform]
Jiyuu-shugi-shikan
Kenkyuu-kai 自由主義
史観研究会
Association for
Advancement of
Unbiased View of
History [Japanese]
Jiyuu-shugi-shikan
Kenkyuu-kai 自由主義
史観研究会
Association for
Advancement of
Unbiased View of
History [English]
Online Multilingual
Bible
Cantigas GalegoPortuguesas

[...]
"I have no problem with Israel requiring a loyalty oath from its Arab
citizens, or with Israeli right-winger Avigdor Lieberman’s proposal for
land swaps between Jews and Palestinians that are designed to put
Jews inside Israel’s borders and Arabs inside Palestine’s borders. The
best path to international peace and national flourishing is to adopt a
'live and let live' attitude and work toward the formation of
ethnostates for every group, in which minorities will be treated as
respected guests with equal rights but until their rights come into
conflict with the right of the majority race to preserve its culture and
identity in its home country. From an ethnonationalist point of view,
no foreign race has the right to deprive the majority race of its right
to self-determination."
http://www.counter-currents.com/2011/07/the-righteous-amongthe-jews/

Cantigas de SantaMaria
Serbian True
Orthodox
Occidental Dissent
Song Facts
Sound On Sound

Zionist Queer-Ass Greg Johnson, "White Nationalism and Jewish
Nationalism", Counter-Currents, 2011.08:

"[...] [Kike-Sucker] Guillaume Faye’s speech at the 2006 [KIKE]
American Renaissance conference ...

歌詞検索J-Lyric.net
Admin page
add link

"In Faye’s view, the “Global South,” organized under the banner of
Islam, is the mortal enemy of Europe. The United States, which
favors the Islamization of Europe [why? because it's run by KIKES?],
is not the primary enemy of Europe, but merely an adversary. Faye
does not, however, classify the Jewish community as an
enemy or adversary of Europe at all. Instead, Faye views the
Jews as a potential ally in the fight against Islamization.
"Thus, at a certain point in his speech, as Faye enumerated the
possible negative consequences of the unchecked march of Islam, he
said, 'The state of Israel may cease to exist.' But, to his obvious
astonishment, this statement was met by enthusiastic applause.
[...]
"Some people hate Jews more than they love their own people. They
hate Jews so much that they want them to be harmed, even if it
harms us too—even if it harms us more. Call it the white version of
the 'Samson Option.' But if we are going to think rationally
about the Jewish problem, we first have to identify and isolate
this strand of suicidal spitefulness...
[...]
"As ethnonationalists, we believe in the 'Ein Volk, ein Reich' principle:
'One people, one state' (at least one state per people, although there
could be more than one). This means that we support, at least in
principle, the nationalism of all nations, the ethnic self-determination
of all peoples. We envision a kind of classical liberalism for all
nations, in which each people has a place of its own...
[Hillbillies? Kurds? Iranian Azeris? Ainu? Hollyjewed Kikes? French
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Arabs? German Turks? -- How Wilsonian! Oh right, Woodrow Wilson
was a whore for The Kike.]
[...]
"Zionism is a species of ethnonationalism....
[No, Zionism is not a species of ethnonationalismt. "Zionism"
(Kikery) is a GLOBALIST Kike movement. Zionism is not synonymous
with the maintenance of a Kike "homeland". That parasitical Kike
Entity in Palestine is just one aspect of Kikery. The main
characteristic of Kikery is that it is, like Counter-Currents/KikerQueerents, Anti-Christian. Other aspects of Kikery include the
promotion of Queerism, as Kiker-Queerents does. And Kikes are
neither an ethnic group nor a "faith community". Kikes are part of an
ideologically-based criminal network that is dedicated to the
subversion of all Non-Kikes, and has certain elements of ethnic/tribal
cohesion, even though The Kike itself is not of one ethnos.]
[...]
"As an ethnonationalist, I do not object to Israel or Zionism per
se. Yes, I object to our foreign policy toward Israel and its
neighbors, which is dictated by Israeli interests [KIKE
interests] rather than US interests. Yes, I object to foreign aid
to Israel that does not serve US interests. But let us be
perfectly clear here: These are not problems with Israel per
se. ["Israel"/Kikestan-in-Palestine CANNOT EXIST except as a
parasite state, and the US is by far the primary host of The
Kike Leech.] They are problems with the Jewish diaspora
community in the United States.
"I do not oppose the existence of Israel.
[...]
"Unfortunately, when it comes to the Palestine question, the views of
many White Nationalists are clouded by the fact that they hate Jews
more than they love their own people, thus they are willing to beat
Jews with any stick handy, including the appeal to principles that are
deadly to our people as well.
[...]
"I do not oppose Zionism because it is a form of nationalism. [It's the
most virulent form of Globalism.]
[...]

"I sincerely believe that a lot of the support for Israel among
American and European conservatives is merely a form of sublimated
white racial nationalism.
[...]
"Diaspora Jewry regards Israel as a refuge, an insurance policy in
case things go bad. The continued existence of Israel may, therefore,
make it easier for whites to combat the power of diaspora Jewish
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communities in our various homelands.
"Part of Jewish psychological intensity is their propensity to treat
every issue as a matter of life and death, which produces the absurd
spectacle of the leaders of the world’s most powerful ethnic group
comporting themselves with the hysteria of cornered rats. The actual
destruction of Israel would really give them something to whine
about. It would immensely heighten the Jewish siege mentality and
toughen Jewish resistance to white interests."

What a pathetic pack of kikesuckers.
I could find them depressing.
But, as Jonathan Bowden was fond of saying...

I'VE OVERCOME THAT!
+++

Kike Mike Lujan, back in the 1990s, gave a good overview of The Kike's
Satanic "Neo-Pagan" "Esoteric Nationalist" yadda yadda yadda "Alternative
Right" racket:

THE NAZI-SATANIST AXIS
By [KIKE] Michael Lujan
Part I. THE BLACK ORDER
If Faustus stepped down as Magister of the OSV [Ordo Sinistra
Vivendi, New Zealand] it was only to devote his energies more fully
to the exposition of "occult-fascism" and the utilization of fascism and
Nazism as a part of the global Satanic Master Plan.
The same time he had turned over leadership of the OSV to Jovis
Drako, Faustus launched The Black Order of Pan-Europa in 1994,
appointing another OSV priest Wulf Grimwald Grand Master. The
Order produces a series of brochures explaining the connection
between the occult and fascism. Its introductory pamphlet traces the
origins of the Nazi Party back to the occult fraternity known as The
Thule Society, which had been founded by the Mason and Rosicrucian
Rudolf von Sebottendorff, and was itself the activist wing of the
German Order which had been established in 1912.
The Thule Society founded the German Workers Party in 1919 as its
political arm. This was to be changed into the National Socialist or
Nazi party in 1920 under the leadership of a young new recruit, Adolf
Hitler. Hitler's mentor was the poet, playwright, Thulist and occultist
Dietrich Eckart. The symbol adopted by the Nazi party, the swastika,
is an ancient sign of paganism that was also the emblem of The Thule
Society.
Many Thutists became high ranking members of the Nazi
Government after 1933, including Deputy Leader Hess, and Nazi
whatdoyoubelieve.blog.fc2.com/blog-entry-682.html
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philosopher Alfred Rosenberg, whose anti-Christian, pagan "bible",
the Myth of the Twentieth Century, was put on the Index of
Forbidden Books by the Catholic Church. It was Rosenberg who was a
leading advocate of a new religion that would replace
Christianity, where Churches would have altars adorned with Mein
Kampf and the swastika, replacing the Cross and the Holy Bible.
Another leading occultist in the Third Reich was SS chief Himmler,
who established an official occult research division, Ahnenerbe
(Ancestral Heritage).
It was this occult connection that The Black Order was established to
restore. The aims of The Black Order were listed as:
1. We believe in Uralten - the Original or Ancient One of the
Germanics as representative of the creative/destructive force that
permeates the cosmos.
2. Our creed is therefore based on the laws of nature, as revealed by
science.
3. Feelings of oneness and attunement with nature and the cosmos
as manifestations of the Uralten-Force are "good." That which
weakens is “evil"
4. Our morality is that which strengthens the individual is "good."
That which weakens is "evil".
5. We hold that nature, and therefore history, is cyclic, governed by
cycles of life/death/renewal, and that these principles govern the rise
and fall of civilizations.
6. The cosmos operates on the basis of polarities, and that the
interaction of these polarities causes evolution.
7. Man need not be a passive spectator or victim of the 'gods' or
'Fate', but by understanding the laws of the cosmos can, through his
will, be an active agent in the evolutionary process.
8. Those attuned to the Uralten Force flowing through nature have
the essence of the Force within, and are links in an evolutionary
chain toward the Nizetzschean Over Man.
9. Man's destiny is to play amongst the stars; the destiny of his
evolution into the foreseeable future: Homo Galactica.
Hence, like Satanism, the goal of The Black Order is to dethrone God
and to make of man himself a god, the Original Sin of Adam and Eve
who accepted the temptation of Satan to "be as gods"!
The organizational structure of The Black Order is based upon Lodges
governed by a Master or Mistress, the ultimate leadership being
invested in the Grand Master. The symbol is the lwaz rune, from the
ancient inagical runic alphabet of the Germans, this lwaz rune;
rendered by The Black Order as a type of swastika, symbolises the
World Tree of Life and Death, surrounded by the evil world serpent of
Germanic mythology. Thus we have here a fittingly Satanic symbol,
of the Serpent of Evil, Satan, and the Tree of Knowledge the
partaking of whose fruit brought sin into the world by the temptation
whatdoyoubelieve.blog.fc2.com/blog-entry-682.html
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of that selfsame Serpent! The emblem of The Black Order, for those
who understand such occultic symbolism, is obviously one of
Satanism in another guise.
The Black Order indeed took on the Satanic aspects of Germanic
paganism, concentrating on those deities that were evil even by
Germanic pagan standards. Thus the Germanic devils Loki, Fenrir
Wolf, the world serpent lormungandr, and the goddess of the
underworld Hela, are worshiped by this cult. Their aim is to instigate
the apocalypse referred to in Germanic mythology as Ragnarok when
these dark gods will attack Heaven and Earth and destroy all with fire
and deluge. Nazism is seen as the principal means of unleashing this
chaos upon the world.
The Black Order soon had Lodges operating in Australia, Sweden,
USA and England.
Apart from the occultic background of Nazism the connection with
other forms of fascism has been widespread both before and after
World War II. William Dudley Pelley, the leader of the Silvershirt
Legion of America during the 1930s, expounded a form of
spiritualism based on race. Major General J.F.C. Fuller, who was to
achieve fame as the "father of mechanised warfare" and the
blitzkreig strategy adopted by the armies of the Third Reich, was one
of Aleister Crowley's original followers, whose enthusiasm for Crowley
was later to be matched by his support for Sir Oswald Mosley, leader
of the British Union of Fascists. The first post-war fascist movement
to emerge in USA was the National Renaissance Party, led by James
H. Madole from 1949 until his death in 1979. Madole, whose life and
teachings Faustus has sought to revive by publishing a laudatory
biography, combined a range of occult philosophies from Theosophy
to Satanism. He was on friendly terms with [KIKE Howie Levey]
Anton LaVey ["Anton Oy Vey LaVey"] of the Church of Satan, and
had connections with the openly Satanic Temple of Baal and Order of
the Black Ram, Madole and other NRP members attending rituals of
these latter two. Carrying on this traditional connection, The Church
of Satan's magazine The Black Flame has published pro-fascist
articles, while [KIKE] LaVey himself has declared that there is
nothing wrong with fascism. His Satanic Bible, advocating a type of
Nietzschean elitism and contempt for the masses, lends itself readily
to a pro-fascist interpretation, of which [KIKE] LaVey himself has
never objected.
Faustus' principal outlet for this occult-fascism is Renaissance Press,
which publishes a large range of booklets on occult-fascism, Nazism
and European paganism, while he continues to maintain Realist
Publications for more specifically esoteric and Satanic works.
Indeed, two of [KIKE] LaVey's priests, Michael Moynihan and Boyd
Rice, both Industrial musicians, are avowedly pro-fascist. Rice is
something of a cult figure in the music underground and has added
to his notoriety by championing the cause of Charles Manson. Rice
runs The Abraxas Foundation (named after the gnostic devil-god
Abraxas) which he describes as "an occult-fascist think tank".
Moynihan, who is promoted by Faustus' journals and orders, runs
Storm Productions and the industrial music project Blood Axis, and is
the publisher of the book Siege by the notorious Nazi revolutionary
and Manson acolyte, James Mason.
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Another of Faustus' principal overseas associates is Christian
Bouchet, who doubles as leader of both the neo-fascist Nouvelle
Resistance movement in France and as that country's leading
advocate of Crowley's Thelema. Bouchet's fascism transcends the old
extremes of Left and Right, as his contacts include not only fascists
ftom Britain to Russia, but also Libyan officials and Mexican
revolutionaries. He, like Faustus, runs publishing houses dealing with
both the esoteric and the political. His esoteric publishing house is
Les Editions du Chaos, an apparent allusion to Chaos Magick, and
issues books from writers such as Crowley, Austin Spare et al.
Bouchet edits an esoteric journal, Thelema, and runs his own version
of the O.T.O. He has been a leader of Theban Masonry and is a
bishop in the gnostic church.
Part II.THE WHITE ORDER OF THULE
An offshoot of The Black Order is the White Order of Thule, a USbased group that considers Grimwald its spiritual father, and
continues to expand upon his political and esoteric views.
The stated aims and principles of The White Order are virtually
identical, apart from a couple of minor word changes, to those
formulated by Grimwald for The Black Order, as listed above. The
brief 5-point constitution is identical to that of The Black Order.
Indeed, several White Order-associated publishing enterprises,
"Strength Through Joy" and "Certainty", serve in large part as
American distributors for Grimwald's occult-fascist literature. The
White Order also adopted The Black Order's lwaz runic cross as its
own symbol.
Following Faustus' and Grimwald's agenda, The White Order's
avowed aim is to put an occultic dimension into the US fascist and
racist movements, many of which have adopted a corruption of
Christianity called Identity, which declares the white race to be God's
Chosen People, condemns the Jews as the children of Satan, and
identifies Negroes as "beasts of the field." The White Order offers a
substitute religion which it considers the "light" or Luciferic
counterpart to the dark of Satan, considering Satan and Lucifer to be
representative of two aspects of the cosmos. In organizational terms,
then, The White Order is the light or Luciferic counterpart The Black
Order's dark, or Satanic fascism. Both work symbiotically. However,
as The White Order explains in its brochure Wherefore Satan? An
Introduction to the Sinister Aspect of the White Order of Thule,
"We nevertheless acknowledge the importance, nay, the necessity, of
giving voice and expression to the 'sinister', or darkside of our
nature. ... While we do not profess to be a 'satanic' or 'sinister' order,
we have previously acknowledged the dutiful place of what we call
the Black Order... "
The brochure goes on to acknowledge the potency of Satan as the
leading symbolic rebel against Christianity.
“Would it not benefit us to tap into the energy latent in such a
symbolically, and therefore potentially, destructive symbol in order to
aid the natural process that is birthing the New on the ashes of the
Old?"
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The White Order also acknowledges the place of Church of Satan
founder [KIKE Howie Levey] Anton LaVey in giving popular
expression to the complex ideas of the "anti-Christ" philosopher
Friedrich Nietzsche whom, we have seen, was a seminal influence on
the birth of fascism, and who is a principal influence on the Faustian
Satanism of the OSV. Finally, The White Order acknowledges Loki as
the specifically Germanic personification of Satan.
Hence, the agenda of The White Order has taken its cue from its
spiritual founders, the New Zealanders Faustus and Grimwald, to
subvert and utilize Nazism and racism as a means of inaugurating a
New Satanic Order upon the ruins of Judaeo-Christian morality,
where compassion, humility and charity will be purged as the
morality of the "weak", as per the dictums of Nietzsche, Crowley,
[KIKE] LaVey...
*************************************************************
The preceding is being distributed as a public service by the White
Order of Thule.
Send $1 for more info to:
WOT: Box 5661, Richmond, VA 23220, USA
WOT Northwest: Box 161, Clinton, WA 98236, USA
Certainty: Box 13293, Richmond, VA
paganism, revolutionary tracts and more)

23225,

USA

(European

Strength Through Joy Productions: Box 82435, Portland, OR 972820435, USA. (Occult-fascist arsenal)

[Re Christian Bouchet: Third Position; National Bolshevism; Evola; ProIslam; publishes Savitri Devi, Jean-François Thiriart, Francis Parker Yockey,
Gabriele d'Annunzio, Aleksandr Dugin; PhD on Aleister Crowley,
Anthropology, Université Paris Diderot -- all the usual Kike-Right garbage.]
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[KIKE] Rabbi Ahron Cohen addresses the New Right on
Judaism v Zionism
By [KIKE] Alexander Baron, Digital Journal, Jun 5, 2012
London - Rabbi Ahron Cohen of Neturei Karta was one of the
speakers at the 39th meeting of the New Right in Central London this
Sunday.
The 39th meeting of the New Right in Central London was something
of a bitter sweet affair because it was a memorial for Jonathan
Bowden, whose premature death at the age of just 49 has left a void
which in one sense can never be filled.
The meeting was organised as ever by theology graduate Troy
Southgate, and featured three speakers including Rabbi Ahron Cohen
of Neturei Karta who spoke on an issue that has come increasingly to
the fore in recent years, Judaism v Zionism.
It fell to me to introduce the Rabbi, before he spoke I asked him how
old he was; he said there are two questions he never answers: how
old is he and how many children does he have. He is certainly older
than the Queen though, who was about that time sailing up the
Thames as the high point of her Diamond Jubilee celebrations.
Rabbi Cohen spoke of what he called the Zionist heresy, a phrase
that was once in fairly common use by both Torah-true and secular
Jews. From its inception by Theodor Herzl, Zionism was a nationalist
movement that had no religious affiliations at all, although later it
would attract a religious following, including of Christian
fundamentalists.
These facts are indisputable, but when he said all the troubles in the
Middle East have been caused by Zionism, in view of the Arab Spring
and the ongoing massacres by the Syrian Government, that
statement appears something of an exaggeration. It is true
nevertheless that what he called the inexplicable and at times
unconditional support of the West - Britain and America in particular for the Zionist entity has done a great deal more harm than good.
Along with Troy Southgate and probably everyone else in that room,
Rabbi Cohen and his organisation have been subjected to calumny
and vilification; here is the ADL's take on Neturei Karta.
According to Planet Foxman, Neturei Karta is minuscule, and of
course they have met with the man who called for the destruction of
Israel. No Abe, President Ahmadinejad called for no such thing, and
however many times you parrot that lie, Obama ain't gonna bomb
Iran.
The Neturei Karta position is one that is derived from the Torah itself;
namely that Jews were scattered among the nations by the Almighty,
and that they will not return from the Diaspora until the end of the
world. As a corollary of this, they should be loyal citizens of the
countries in which they live, which is where they come into conflict
most of all with the ADL.
While the Zionists use anti-Semitism as a big club to batter the
goyim over their heads, for the devout Torah-true Jews it is a sign
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that they are doing something wrong. The Rabbi differentiated what
he said was the ancient bigotry of anti-Semitism with the response
particularly in the Moslem world to Zionist atrocities, and said the
actions of the Zionists endanger Jews everywhere.
This is of course a classic reaction of unsophisticated minds, and
indeed of some highly intelligent ones. Most of the Islamist terrorism
directed against the US, Britain and other Western countries is a
direct result of the foreign policies pursued by our governments,
often in the face of overwhelming public condemnation. To the
fanatics, we are simply heathens who deserve to die; to understand
this is not to condone it, ditto the reaction of some extremists to
Jews rather than simply Zionists.
The Rabbi said he was in favour of a one-state solution, even an
Islamic state, but that the Zionist state must come to an end,
pointing to the end of Apartheid in South Africa and the fizzling out of
the Soviet Union, both of which entailed little actual bloodshed,
although problems remain for both.
After his speech, the Rabbi took some questions, including from
someone who alluded to Jewish financial hegemony over the world, in
particular by the Rothschilds. Obviously he didn't realise the Rabbi
had come down from Manchester by train rather than private jet; in
any case, this was the New Right, not spot the Rothschild Zionist with
David Icke, and as Alessio Rastani said, it is Goldman Sachs that
rules the world.

Hearing Jonathan Bowden
By Guessedworker, MajorityRights, May 3, 2012
There have been few, if any, figures in the recent history of patriotic
and nationalist politics in Britain of the intellectual calibre, depth of
knowledge, and sheer talent, particularly for oratory, of the muchmourned and missed Jonathan Bowden, who was buried this week.
He was a creative force, and he leaves behind him a body of work in
the form of his speeches, philosophical musings, and critical writings
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that testify to his place in the history of the dissident right.
I heard Bowden speak in person only once. The place was a function
room above a none too salubrious but suitably anonymous pub
“somewhere in Central London”. The occasion was one of the early
meetings of the London New Right, affording him an audience of
about three dozen earnest believers, almost all of them garbed in
funereal or, perhaps, far-right black, as requested by the organisers
for the purpose of recognition. They said. His subject was Nieztsche
(and that really was his subject). I saw then what we have all seen
since on YouTube. He was, it must be said, not at all a physically
impressive specimen. He had an open and engaging but strangely
broken face, and a quite short and stubby build. To my eyes, he
looked like he might have suffered a childhood injury to the spine
but, by his indomitable spirit and burning intelligence, had risen
above all the doubts and vicissitudes that would have bested lesser
men to critique and challenge the very nature of the world about
him.
As a speaker, he certainly dominated the room both physically and
vocally, not unlike some tragedian giving a Shakespearian
monologue. But there was a dichotomy in it somewhere. While his
expansive, emphatic hand movements and charged delivery testified
to his command of subject matter and his appetite for the
performance itself, there was also a tension, an uneasyness that
made him restless on his feet. He rocked to and fro constantly as if
he didn’t entirely want to be there and might, at any moment, turn
on his heels and escape. But in the voice there was no hint of
brittleness. His rather nasal, stentorian tones - thrilling but not easy
on the ear - now rose in ringing mockery of some philosophical
concept to which he took exception, now fell away in some personal
recollection, anecdote, or aside. He had a great line in off-the-cuff
political humour.
Almost everyone in that room, including me, was carried
along with him. The exceptions were sitting just to my left. A
lumpen, tattoed man and, presumeably, his dear lumpen lady
had attended for the purpose of distributing some monocausal
literature. The male lump turned to stone in his seat when
Bowden’s peroration arrived at point of naming the final cause
of all our woes. Arms spread as if in supplication (though to
which god I could not say) he told us simply, “It’s liberalism,
really.”
During “questions from the audience” the male lump jumped in to
exercise his vexation that Bowden had failed to identify the true
source of all evil. No doubt suspecting that he was in the presence of
a coward, and calculating that every good nationalist in the room
must be thinking the same, he demanded Bowden’s avowal of the
proposition that, never mind all this fancy stuff, actually it’s the Jews.
For a second Bowden was thrown off-guard, as if he had just been
asked to jump of a cliff for the cameras. Probably the security
cameras. But in reply he revealed a (senior) politician’s tact. The New
Right, he explained evenly but quite firmly, is a movement dedicated
not to the Jewish Question, which is pored over in exhaustive detail
in just about every other nationalist forum, but to the exploration
of dissident intellectual and cultural responses to modernity.
That last word was pronounced, indeed, brayed with a theatrical
harshness to connote its special status. Never mind the JQ. It’s
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modernity, the unique negative.
The lumps were nonplussed by this display of creative resistance
from a superior mind. The hassfest was derailed. A gift to our
enemies, if any were present, was denied. The couple walked out
with their precious cargo at the interval, probably more in disgust
than disappointment.
The Lumpen Tendency would return to plague Bowden and force
him to curtail his generously given and highly valued speaking
services to BNP branch meetings, perhaps the most inglorious of all
the disgraces of the Griffin era. (so far). It was as much an attack on
the members, who loved hearing Bowden speak, as it was on Bowden
himself. But it is safe to assume that Bowden’s popularity was also
the reason for the attack. After all, we can’t have the most talented
threat man in British nationalism piling up all that high opinion
among voting members, can we?
As a result of his travels to BNP branch meetings there must be many
hundreds of nationalists who have a first-hand account of Bowden
the speaker. Bowden the man, however, remains elusive. Who he
really was is something he guarded closely for reasons he likewise
never explained. The most we distant onlookers can say is that we
know something of the publicly presented face, but we never knew
him. I can make no claim even to have had a worthwhile
conversation with him. My two attempts to do so came to nothing,
sadly.
The first was during that interval in the New Right meeting. I took
the opportunity to introduce myself and compliment him on his
speech. In the course of it he had invited his audience to agree with
him that “a life of glory” was the ultimate life, and the renaissance of
our race is contingent upon our striving towards it with the
appropriate Nieztschean regard. Seeing such a life as confected and a
pretence - a fake never more shamelessly exhibited than in National
Socialist Germany - and striving towards it via action as the one sure
way to guarantee not a rebirth but total disaster, I couldn’t (and still
can’t) go along with him. I asked him a couple of questions about
honesty in life. But it is difficult-to-impossible to discuss the godless
universe with an essentially religious thinker, and Bowden the man
was such. I plainly didn’t do a good enough job, anyway, and the
conversation failed to develop.
My only other contact with him was even less productive. He topped
our readers poll of nationalist figures whom we should seek to
interview for the radio project. So I began the research into his
published work, and contacted him. At first he was wholly onboard.
But, as was his wont, he eschewed such modern contrivances as
Skype. While I was figuring out how best to digitally process his
rather thin, nasal telephony signal alongside my fuzzy Skype burr he
lost interest and stopped answering my mails. So there is no MR
interview today to hear again, to ponder, and to quote.
Nothwithstanding that small loss, how and for what will Bowden be
remembered by nationalists? Short of the outbreak of a civil or race
war, there is surely no question that his appeal to the Nieztschean
solution to modernity (which, broadly speaking, has been the default
ideology of nationalism since the 1930s) will pass our people by. It is
too early to say whether a new idea will fill the philosophical void and
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present a viable challenge to liberalism and globalism. But history is
leaving the old-school British nationalist and his thinking behind, just
as his most eloquent spokesman has left him.
I suspect it will be for his political rather than philosophical labours
that Bowden will be best remembered, and remembered with far
more love and respect than the martinet who forced him to end
them. It is the ordinary British nationalist - the good, patriotic men
and women who packed the branch meetings to hear Bowden speak
and were enthused and inspired by him - who will decide that. How
ironic, then, that in this small way Jonathan Bowden achieved what
all nationalism seeks to achieve: to be loved by its people and feared
by authority.

What "Nation" loved Jonathan Bowden? What "authority" feared him?
Kikes certainly had nothing to fear from that kikesucker.
+++

A HART FOR KIKES
Alan Hart is also a great supporter and friend of the Neturei Karta PhariseeKikes (the Kikes that Ugly Mark Glenn pretends to hate):
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Ugly Troofer & "Veteran" Alan Hart with his Neturei Karta PhariseeKike Buddies
Hart is friends with Kike Gilad Atzmon, Kike Alan Duff and many of the other
Ugly Troof Kikes. Hart is promoted at Ugly Glenn's Ugly Troof kike-site and
Kike Alan Duff's Veterans Today kike-site.
Alan Hart is the author of the 3-Volume “Zionism: The Real Enemy of the
Jews.”
Yes, another one of these “Zionism is bad for The Jews” people.
This book was praised by Ugly Glenn and the Kikes who write and yap at
Ugly Troof.
Hart, like the rest of the Ugly Troof & VT Kikes, and in common with many
of the Alt-Kike Alt-Righters, and their neturei Karta allies, says that Zionism
and the Kike-State they always falsely call "Israel" is "the greatest enemy of
Judaism and the Jews, Oy Vey!"
Here’s Hart’s own sales-spiel, in which he refers to himself in the third
person:

Zionism: The Real Enemy of the Jews is a journey through the
propaganda lies and truth of history.
[...]
The insight Alan brings to the pages of this book is assisted by
revelations from private conversations he had over the years with
leaders on both sides of the conflict, including the two greatest
opposites in all of human history – Golda Meir, Mother Israel, and
Yasser Arafat, Father Palestine.
Written in his down-to-earth, television reporting and conversational
style, the book reads more like a novel than a conventional history.
[...]
Israel, the child of Zionism, became its own worst enemy and a
threat not only to the peace of the region and the world, but also to
the best interests of Jews everywhere and the moral integrity of
Judaism itself.
The key to understanding, the author writes, is knowledge of the
difference between Judaism and Zionism. He explains: “Judaism is
the religion of Jews, not ‘the’ Jews because not all Jews are religious.
Like Christianity and Islam, Judaism has at its core a set of moral
values and ethical principles. Zionism is Jewish nationalism in the
form of a sectarian, colonial enterprise which, in the process of
creating and then expanding in the Arab heartland a state for some
Jews, made a mockery of Judaism’s moral values and ethical
principles and demonstrated contempt for international law and the
human and political rights of the Palestinians. That’s why, for
example, Nazi holocaust survivor Dr. Hajo Meyer titled his latest book
An Ethical Tradition Betrayed, The End of Judaism.
The author adds: “Supporters of Israel right or wrong conflate
Judaism and Zionism because the assertion that they are one and the
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same enables them to claim that criticism of the Zionist state of
Israel is a manifestation of anti-Semitism. Often, almost always these
days, the accusation that criticism of Israel is anti-Semitism is false.
And this false charge is the blackmail card played to silence criticism
of, and suppress informed and honest debate about, the Zionist state
and its policies. The reality is that Judaism and political Zionism are
total opposites, and knowledge of the difference is the key to
understanding two things. One is why it is perfectly possible to be
passionately anti-Zionist – opposed to Zionism’s colonial enterprise –
without being in any way, shape or form anti-Semitic (anti-Jew). The
other is why it is wrong to blame all Jews everywhere for the crimes
of the hard core Zionist few in Palestine that became Israel.
http://www.zionismbook.com/

This is the kind of garbage promoted and praised by Ugly Glenn, who poses
as a hardcore opponent of everything “Jew”, including Judaism (including
the Bible, which Ugly Glenn says is Judaic).
Hart writes that his greatest treasure is a signed photo of Kikess Golda Meir,
his great friend (ex-PM of Kikestan-in-Palestine; deceased), whom he calls
"Mother Israel":

Alan Hart: Signed photo-gift from Kikestani PM Golda Meir
Tweet
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